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1. Introduction
Combinatorial optimization (CO) problems are an important class of problems where the number of

possible solutions grows combinatorially with the problem size. These kinds of problems have attracted

the attention of researchers in computer sciences, operational research, and artificial intelligence. The

fundamental objective of CO is to find the optimal or near-optimal solution for a complex problem

using different optimization techniques to minimize costs and maximize profits and performances.

This chapter provides background on different materials, notations, and algorithms in CO. The

chapter is organized as follows: Sections 3 and 4 discuss the analysis and complexity of algorithm the-

ories. Section 5 discusses modeling CO problems to simplify realistic complications and reduce prob-

lem difficulties. Modeling consists of illustrating the graph theory concepts, the mathematical

programming, and the constraint programming paradigms. Finally, Section 6 presents solution

methods, including exact methods, heuristics, and metaheuristics.
2. Combinatorial optimization problems
A CO problem is an optimization problem where the number of possible solutions is finite and grows

combinatorially with the problem size. It aims to look for the perfect solution from a very huge solution

space and allows an excellent usage of limited resources in order to attain a fundamental objective

within a running time bounded by a polynomial in the input size. The quality of optimization relies

on how quickly it is possible to find the optimal solution. The CO problem has emerged in industrial,

production, logistic environments, and computer systems.

A CO problem can be modeled by a set of variables to find a satisfying solution respecting a set of

constraints while optimizing an objective function. The problem P can be written as:
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P¼hX,D,C, f i,
where

• X¼fx1,…,xng is the set of variables;
• D¼fDðx1Þ,…,DðxnÞg is the set of domains of variables, D(xn) is the domain of xn;
• C¼C1,…,Cn is the set of constraints over variables; and

• f is the objective function to be optimized.

It is possible to write the objective function to optimize as:

optimize ff ðFÞ:F�Fg,
where optimize is replaced by either minimize or maximize and including the following settings:

• A finite set, E¼fe1,…,eng.
• A weight function, w : E!, w(ei) is the weight of ei.
• A finite family, F ¼fF1,…,Fmg, Fi � E are the feasible solutions.

• A cost function, f : F !, f ðFÞ¼Pe�FwðeÞ (additive cost function).

For the most part, similar problems are able to be defined as integer programs with binary variables to

verify if every member of the collection is a part of the subset or not. Furthermore, because optimi-

zation problems are of minimization or maximization type, so for maximization problems for example,

note that if the function to maximize is well defined, then minimizing the negation of this will max-

imize the original function.

CO is the most popular type of optimization and it is often linked with graph theory and routing and

it includes the vehicle routing problem [1, 2], the traveling salesman problem [3], the knapsack problem

[4], the bin packing and cutting stock problem [5], and the bus scheduling problem [6]. Some well-

known combinatorial games and puzzles include Chess [7], Sudoku [8], and Go [9].
3. Analysis of algorithms
An algorithm consists of an ordering set of constructions for solving a problem. In computer science,

the analysis of algorithms is the determination of the whole quantity of resources (such as time and

storage) necessary to execute them. This helps scientists to compare algorithms in terms of their effi-

ciency, speed, and resource consumption by specifying an estimate number of operations without re-

gard to the specific implementation or input used. Then, it presents a regular measure of algorithm

complexity regardless of the platform or the problem cases solved by the algorithm.

Generally, when analyzing algorithms, the fact or most used to measure performance is the time

spent by an algorithm to solve the problem. Time is expressed in terms of number of elementary op-

erations such as comparisons or branching instructions.

A complete analysis of the running time of an algorithm requires the following steps:

• implement the whole algorithm completely;

• determine the time needed for each basic operation;

• identify unknown quantities that can be used to describe the frequency of execution of the basic

operations;
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• establish a realistic model for the input to the program;

• analyze the unknown quantities, supposing the modeled input; and

• calculate the total running time by multiplying the time by the frequency for each operation, then

adding all the products.

In a related context, the asymptotic efficiency of an algorithm reveals that the running time of an al-

gorithm increases when the size of an input tends to infinity.

To specify an asymptotic upper bound [10] in algorithm analysis, we generally use the O notation

and we say that such algorithm is of an Order n (O(n)) where n is the size of the problem (the total

number of operations executed by the algorithm is at most a constant time n). The O notation is used

to describe the complexity of an algorithm in a worst-case scenario. So, let f and g be functions from 
to , f(n) is of O(g(n)) if there exist positive constants c and n0 and for all n � n0, 0� f(n)� cg(n) and
that means informally that f grows as g or slower (Fig. 1).

If the opposite happens, that is, if g(n) ¼ O(f(n)), we specify an asymptotic lower bound [10]; we

generally use theΩ notation. More specifically, f(n) is ofΩ(g(n)) if there exist positive constants c and
n0 such that 0 � cg(n) � f(n), for all n � n0 (Fig. 2).

Finally, to specify an asymptotically tight bound [10], we use the θ notation and we say that f(n) is of
θg(n) if there exist positive constants c1, c2, and n0 and for all n � n0, 0 � c1g(n) � f(n) � c2g(n). The
latter means that f and g have precisely the same rate of growth (Fig. 3).
FIG. 2

g(n) is an asymptotic lower bound for f(n).
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g(n) is an asymptotically tight bound for f(n).
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4. Complexity of algorithms
Computational complexity theory is a field in theoretical computer science and applied mathematics,

used to analyze the efficiency of algorithms and help solve a problem with handling with resources

required. Most complexity problems ask a question and expect an answer. The specific kind of question

asked characterizes the problem, which requires either a “yes” or a “no” answer. Such problems are

called decision problems. In complexity theory, we usually find it convenient to consider only decision

problems, instead of problems requiring all sorts of different answers. For example, any maximization

or minimization problem where the aim is to find a solution with the maximum possible profit or the

minimum possible cost can be automatically transformed to a decision problem formulated as: “is there

a real number X that represents the solution to the problem?” Then, the complexity theory can be ap-

plied to optimization problems.

An important issue that comes up when considering CO problems is the classification of problems.

In this context, those remarkable classes of problems are generally described as presented in the sec-

tions that follow.

• Class P: Polynomial time problems: This class of problem consists of all decision problems for

which exists a polynomial time deterministic algorithm to solve them efficiently. This class of

decision problems includes tractable problems that can be solved sufficiently by a deterministic

Turing machine in a polynomial time.

• Class NP: Nondeterministic polynomial time problems: This class of problems consists of all

decision problems that can be solved by polynomial time nondeterministic algorithms. We can

obtain the solution algorithm by guessing a solution and check whether the guessed solution is

correct or not. Furthermore, Class NP contains the problems in which “verifying” the solution of the

problem is quick, but finding the solution for the problem is difficult. Problems of this class can be

solved by a nondeterministic Turing machine in a polynomial time.

• Class NP Hard: Nondeterministic polynomial time hard problems: The NP-hard problems are

at least as hard as the hardest problems inNP and each problem inNP can be solved by reducing it to

different polynomial problems.

• ClassNPComplete: Nondeterministic polynomial time complete problems: Those problems are

the most difficult problems in their class. A problem is classified as NP complete if it satisfies two
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conditions: it should be in the set of NP class and at the same time it should be NP hard. This class
contains the hardest problems in computer science.

Fig. 4 illustrates how the different complexity classes are related to each other.
5. Modeling a CO problem

Solving an optimization problem

Problem)Model)solutionðsÞ
Modeling an optimization problem helps to simplify the reality complications and reduces the diffi-

culties of the problem. The design of a “good” model projects expert knowledge of the domain, vari-

ables, and constraints, as well as computer-based resolution methods. In addition, models can capture

and organize the understanding of the system, permit early exploration of alternatives, increase the

decomposition and modularization of the system, facilitate the system’s evolution and maintenance,

and finally, facilitate the reuse of parts of the system in new projects.
5.1 Graph theory concepts
A graph is a data structure that can be used to model relations, processes, and paths in practical systems

and realistic problems. Graph theory was developed in 1735 when Leonhard Euler solved negatively

(proved that the problem has no solution) the historically notable problem in mathematics called the

Seven Bridges of K€onigsberg.
A graph can be defined as an ordered pairG¼ (V, A) that links a set of V vertices by a set of A arcs or

edges (each edge is generally associated with two vertices) where V and A are usually finite. If there is

more than one edge between two vertices, the graph is a multigraph. If edges have no orientation, the

graph is undirected and there is no difference between an arc (x, y) and an arc (y, x), but when edges

have orientations, the graph is directed. In addition, a mixed graph is a graph in which some edges have

orientations and others have no orientations, and a weighted graph is a graph in which there is a number

or a weight associated to each edge (cost, distance, etc.).

A walk is defined as a sequence of adjacent nodes (neighbors) and is denoted by w¼ ½v1,v2,…,vn�.
The walk is closed (circuit) if v1 ¼ vk(8k > 1). If there are no repeated nodes in a walk, it is called
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path. A walk w¼ ½v1,v2,…,vk�with no repeated nodes except v1¼ vk is a cycle. A Hamiltonian cycle is

a cycle that includes every vertex exactly once. An Eulerian walk is a walk in which each edge appears

exactly once, and an Eulerian circuit is a closed walk in which each edge appears exactly once.

A graph is called complete if there is an edge between every pair of vertices and is called connected

if there is a path between every pair of vertices. A tree is a connected graph with no cycles.

Many practical problems can be modeled by graphs especially in telecommunications, mathemat-

ics, computer sciences, data transmission, neural networks, transportation, logistics, and even in chem-

istry, biology, and linguistics.
5.2 Mathematical optimization model
A mathematical optimization model is an abstraction that allows to simplify and summarize a system.

Once a mathematical model is made, a list of inputs, outputs, decision variables, and constraints is pre-

pared and hence the problem is decorticated and the system behavior can be predicted.

To model an optimization problem, mathematical programming formulations represent the main

goal as objective function, which is the output (a single score) to maximize or minimize. In addition,

mathematical programs represent problem choices as decision variables that influence the objective

function with consideration to the constraints on variable values expressing the limits on how big

or small possible decision variables can get. Decision variables may be discrete or continuous:

• A variable is discrete if its set of values is fixed above or is countable (only have integer values, for

example).

• A variable is continuous if it may take any variable in a specified interval.

Different families of optimization models are used in practice to formulate and solve decision-making

problems. In general, the most successful models are based on mathematical programming and con-

straint programming. To classify mathematical programming formulations, five categories can be

founded:

• Linear programming (LP): A class of optimization problems where objective function and

constraints are expressed by linear functions.

• Integer programming (IP): Linear problems that restrict the variables to be integers.

• Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP): Linear problems in which decision variables are both

discrete and continuous.

• Nonlinear programming (NLP): Objective function and constraints are expressed by nonlinear

functions.

• Mixed-integer nonlinear programming: Nonlinear problems in which some decision variables are

integers.

Mathematical programs and their terminology are due to George B. Dantzig, the inventor of the sim-

plex algorithm for solving the LP problems in 1947 [11]. Since then, LP has been widely used and has

attained a strong position in practical optimization. An interesting survey paper providing references to

papers and reports whose purpose is to give overviews of linear, integer, and mixed-integer optimiza-

tion, including solution techniques, solvers, languages, applications, and textbooks, is presented by

Newman and Weiss [12].
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5.2.1 Linear programming
An LP model is an optimization method to find the optimal solution to some special case mathematical

optimization model where the objective and the constraints are required to be linear. The LP also con-

tains the decision variables, which are the unknown quantities or decisions that are to be optimized.

An LP model can be considered as:

MinimizeFLP¼ c1x1 + c2x2 +⋯+ cjxj +⋯+ cnxn: (1)

Subject to:

a11x1 + a12x2 +⋯+ a1jxj +⋯+ a1nxnð� , ¼ , or�Þb1, (2)

ai1x1 + ai2x2 +⋯+ aijxj +⋯+ ainxnð� , ¼ , or�Þbi, (3)

am1x1 + am2x2 +⋯+ amjxj +⋯ + amnxnð� , ¼ , or�Þbm, (4)

x1,…, xj,…,xn� 0, (5)

where

• x1,…, xj,…,xn are the decision variables that are constrained to be nonnegative.

• c1,…, cj,…,cn are the coefficients in the objective function for the optimization problem.

• b1,…,bi,…,bm are the right-hand side values in the constraints sets.

• a11,…, aij,…,amn are the variables coefficients in the constraints set.

Eq. (1) presents the objective function that assesses the quality of the solution and which aims to min-

imize (or maximize) the value of FLP.

The inequalities (2, 3, 4, 5) are the constraints that a valid solution (called a feasible solution) to the

problem must satisfy. Each constraint requires that a linear function of the decision variables is either

equal to, not less than, or not more than a scalar value. Besides, a common condition simply states that

each decision variable must be nonnegative.

A solution that satisfies all constraints is called a feasible solution. The feasible solution with the

best objective value (either the lowest in the case of minimization problem or the highest in the case of

maximization problem) is called the optimal solution.

The development of LP is considered one of the most important scientific advances of the mid-20th

century. A very efficient solution procedure for solving linear programs is the simplex algorithm. The

simplex method proceeds by enumerating feasible solutions and improving the value of the objective

function at each step. The termination step is reached after a finite number of different transitions. A

strength of this method is its robustness: it allows solving any linear program even for problems with

one or more optimal solutions (can provide all optimal solutions, if they exist), finding redundant con-

straints in the formulation, discovering instances when the objective value is unbounded over the fea-

sible region, and generating feasible solutions to start the procedure or to prove that the problem has no

feasible solution. For a deep explanation of LP and the simplex method, the reader is referred to the

textbook [13].

5.2.2 Integer linear programming
Integer linear programs are extension of linear programs where decision variables are restricted to be

integer values. They generally concern model problems counting some values (e.g., commodities) and

enforce representing them by integer decision variables. A special case of integer linear programs is
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when modeling problems with yes/no decisions then the decision variables are initiated as binary

values and are restricted to 0/1 values only.

5.2.3 Mixed-integer linear programming
Mixed-integer optimization problems appear naturally in many contexts of real-world problems and

overcome several new technical challenges that do not appear in the nonmixed counterparts. In addi-

tion, MILPs can optimize decisions that take place in complex systems by including integer, binary,

and real variables to form logical statements.

Mixed-integer programs are linear programs composed by linear inequalities (constraints) and lin-

ear objective function to optimize with the added restriction that some, but not necessarily all, of the

variables must be integer-valued. The term “integer” can be replaced by the term “binary” if the integer

decision variables are restricted to take on either 0 or 1 values. A standard mixed-integer linear problem

is of the form:

z*¼Min cT x, x�X: (6)

Subject to:

A xð� , ¼ , or�Þb, (7)

l� x� u, (8)

where Eq. (7) refers to the linear constraints and Eq. (8) refers to the bound constraints. In addition, in

an MILP, there are three main categories of decision variables:

• positive real variables (xj� 0, 8xj�+);

• positive integer variables (xj� 0, 8xj�+); and

• binary variables (xj �{0, 1}).

InMILPs, the best objective feasible solution is called the optimal solution. The notation x*� X designs

the optimal solution to find and x�X designs any feasible solution to the problem. In general, solving an

MILP aims to generate not only a decreasing sequence of upper bounds u1 >⋯> uk � z* but also an

increasing sequence of lower bounds l1 <⋯< lk � z*. For minimization problems, any feasible solu-

tion x�X yields an upper bound u¼ cx on the optimal value, namely u� z*. In some cases, since it is

possible to achieve function values without converging to the optimal values, MILPs then have no

optimal solution but only feasible ones; those problems are called unbounded. In some other cases,

no solution exists to an MILP and thus the problem is called infeasible.

To obtain lower bounds for minimization problems, we must have recourse to a relaxation of the

problem.

Given (P) a minimization problem and a problem (RP) where

ðPÞ z*¼ minfcðxÞ : x�X�ng
and

ðRPÞ z
� ¼ minfc� ðxÞ : x�X

��ng,
(RP) is a relaxation of (P) if X�X� and c

� ðxÞ� cðxÞ 8x�X.
Proposition 1. If RP is a relaxation of P, z

�� z*.
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Proof. Let x* be an optimal solution of P, then x*�X � X
�

and c
� ðx*Þ� cðx*Þ¼ z*. Since

x*�X
�
, we have z

� � c
� ðx*Þ.

Proposition 2. Let x∗RP be an optimal solution of RP. If x∗RP is feasible for Pðx∗RP�XÞ and
c
� ðx∗RPÞ¼ cðx∗RPÞ, then x∗RP is also optimal for P.

The different types of relaxations that can be applied to an MILP problem are:

• Linear relaxation: This consists of removing the integrality constraint of a given decision variable.

The resulting relaxation is a linear program. This relaxation technique transforms an NP-hard

optimization problem (integer programming) into a related problem that is solvable in polynomial

time (LP) and the solution to the relaxed linear program can be used to gain information about the

solution to the original integer program.

• Relaxation by elimination: This relaxation technique is the most used, especially to easily compute

a lower bound for a minimization MILP problem. This straightforward method consists of deleting

one or more constraints.

• Lagrangian relaxation: This is a relaxation method that approximates a difficult problem of

optimization by a simpler problem. The idea consists of omitting the “difficult” constraints and

penalizing the violation of those constraints by adding a Lagrange multiplier for each one of them,

which imposes a cost on violations for all feasible solutions. The resulted relaxed problem can often

be solved more easily than the original problem.

Modeling optimization problems as MILPs can be done by different ways respecting some arrange-

ments and by bringing the problem characteristics on constraints, decision variables, and objective

functions in these different modeling approaches. Some models may be narrower than others (in terms

of the number of constraints and variables required) but may be more difficult to solve than larger

models. Improving the efficiency of MILP models requires a deep understanding on how solvers work.

Then, the model can be solved quickly and practically.

5.2.4 LP solvers
Linear programs were efficiently solved using the simplex method, developed by George Dantzig in

1947, or interior point methods (also called barrier methods) introduced by Khachiyan in 1979 [12].

The simplex algorithm has an exponential worst-case complexity. Interior point methods were first

only a proof that linear programs can be solved in polynomial time. Simply because the theoretical

complexity of the simplex method is worse than that of interior point algorithms does not mean that

the simplex method always performs worse in practice. The implementations of the two types of al-

gorithms are important for run-time performance, as is the type of linear program being solved. Im-

proved versions of both methods present the base for most powerful computer programs for solving

LP problems.

During the 1950s, even small LP problems were not tractable. Several decades later, large-scale

MILPs involving huge numbers of variables, inequalities, and realistically sized integer programming

instances become tractable. In addition to algorithmic features, especially heuristic algorithms and cut-

ting plane methods, progress is due to both hardware capabilities and software effectiveness (LP

solvers). Nowadays, experts can easily solve an optimization model through a direct use of LP solvers.

The most competitive programming solvers [12] are CPLEX [14], GuRoBi [15], and Xpress [16].

However, CPLEX (ILOG, Inc.) is the most powerful, well-known commercial LP/CP solver and is

considered an efficient popular solver due to its computational performance features. The actual
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computational performance is the result of a combination of different types of improvements such as

primal simplex, dual simplex, and barrier methods; branch-and-bound, branch-and-cut, and cutting-

planes techniques; heuristics and Relaxation-Induced Neighborhood Search (RINS); parallelization;

and so on. An interesting explanation that helps understanding the key principles in CPLEX including

methods and algorithms is presented in [17].

Solving an optimization model through an LP solver requires generating vectors containing objec-

tive function coefficients, constants, and matrices of data in accepting forms; then, the specialized so-

lution technique can be implemented. Programming languages such as C++ have been used to convert

parameters and to write scripts and code them in the required form by the optimization solvers. How-

ever, modeling languages present a real advance in the ease of use of mathematical programming by

making it simple to express very large and complex models. The modeling languages allow using spe-

cial constructs similar to the way in which they appear when written mathematically, such as the ex-

pression of objective functions and inequalities. Thus, the development of models became more rapid

and more flexible in debugging and replacing or adding constraints.

Furthermore, different algebraic modeling languages used for programming problems appeared,

such as AMPL [18], GAMS [19], Mosel [16], and OPL [14]. AMPL and GAMS modeling languages

can be used on a variety of solvers such as CPLEX, GuRoBi, and Xpress, and other solvers including

nonlinear ones. However, Mosel is compatible with a limited number of solvers but has the advantage

that it is a compiled language, which is faster to read into the solver for large models than AMPL and

GAMS are.

The OPL is an algebraic programming language that makes coding easier and shorter than it is with

a general-purpose programming language. It is part of the CPLEX software package and therefore tai-

lored for the IBM ILOG CPLEX and IBM ILOG CPLEX CP Optimizers (can also resolve the con-

straint programming approaches). In recent years, integer programming and constraint

programming approaches have been complementary strengths to solve optimization problems. The

OPL programming language supports this complementarity by backing the traditional algebraic math-

ematical notations and integrating the modern language of constraint programming, involving the abil-

ity to choose search procedures to benefit from both technologies. It includes [20]:

• OPLScript: a script language where models are objects to make easy the solving of a sequence of

models, multiple instances of the same model, or decomposition schemes such as column

generation and Benders decomposition algorithms.

• The OPL component library: to integrate an OPL model directly in an application by generating

C++ code or by using a COM component.

• A development environment.
5.3 Constraint programming
CO problems can be expressed on a declarative or on a procedural formulation. The declarative for-

mulation directly expresses constraints and the objective function then attempts to find the solution

without the distraction of algorithmic features. The procedural formulation defines the manner to solve

the problem by providing an algorithm. The artificial intelligence community invented ways to twist

declarative and procedural formulations to work together. This idea brought about the introduction of
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logic programming, constraint logic programming, constraint handling rules, and constraint

programming.

Constraint programming is a new paradigm evolved within operations research, computer sciences,

algorithms, and artificial intelligence. As its name reveals, constraint programming is a two-level ar-

chitecture including a constraint and a programming component. It is considered an emerging declar-

ative programming language for describing feasibility problems. It consists of parameters, sets,

decision variables (like mathematical programming), and an objective function and deals with discrete

decision variables (binary or integer).

A constraint is a logical relation among several variables, each taking a value in a given domain. Its

purpose is to restrict the possible values that variables can take. Thus, constraint programming is a

logic-based method to model and solve large CO problems based on constraints. The idea of constraint

programming is to solve problems by stating constraints that must be satisfied by the solution. Con-

sidering its roots in computer science, constraint programming’s basic concept is to state the problem

constraints as invoking procedures; then, constraints are viewed as relations or procedures that operate

on the solution space. Constraints are stored in the constraint store and each constraint contributes

some mechanisms (enumeration, labeling, domain filtering) to reduce the search space by discarding

infeasible solutions using constraint satisfiability arguments. A constraint solver is used to solve the

problem dealing with a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), which is a manner to describe the prob-

lem declaratively by using constraints over variables. It can be seen as a set of objects that must satisfy

the given constraints and hold among the given decision variables. It can be seen as a set of objects that

must satisfy the given constraints and hold among the given decision variables. Therefore, it introduces

the domain of possible values of finite decision variables and presents relations between those vari-

ables, then it tries to solve them by constraint satisfaction methods.

A CSP is defined as a triple (X, D, C) where

• X¼fx1,x2,…,xng is the set of variables.
• D¼fd1�d2�⋯�dng is the domain (sets of possible values) of the variables di is a finite set of

potential values for xi.
• C¼fc1,c2,…,cmg is a set of constraints. Each constraint is a relation on the subset of domains Ci�

di1�⋯�dil which defines the possible values of the variables xi1,…,xil acceptable by the

constraint Ci.

The solution of the CSP is a tuple hv1,…,vni assigned to the variables x1,…,xn where each variable xi
has a possible value from its domain set di and all constraints C are satisfied.

5.3.1 Constraint propagation
Solving a constraint programming is ensured by combining a systematic search process with inference

techniques. The systematic search process consists of enumerating all possible variable-value combi-

nations and construing a search tree where the tree’s root represents the problem to be solved. At each

node in the search tree, domain filtering and constraint propagation techniques are used to perform

inference. Each constraint is related by a domain filtering algorithm to eliminate inconsistent values

(cannot be part of any solution) from the variable domains. The domain filtering algorithm take turns

until no one is able to prune a domain any more or one domain becomes empty (i.e., the problem has no

solution). Practically, the most effective filtering algorithms are those associated with global con-

straints. The constraint propagation process is iteratively applying the domain filtering algorithm. It
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is handled then by communicating the updated domains (domains where the unpromising values are

discarded) to all of the constraints that are stated over this variable. Note that the aim of constraint

propagation is to bring down the original problem and to know whether the problem is solved, may

be feasible, or may be infeasible.

5.3.2 Global constraints
An important aspect of constraint programming is global constraints. A global constraint is a way to

strengthen the constraint propagation by performing the pruning process. It consists of choosing one

constraint (so-called global constraint) rather than several simple constraints. This concept may remove

inconsistent solutions efficiently, eases the task of modeling the problem as CSP, and allows saving

complexity and computational time.

5.3.3 Systematic search
The fundamental algorithmic step in solving a CSP is search. The search technique can be complete or

not. A complete systematic search algorithm guarantees finding the solutions if they exist, then deduc-

ing the optimal solutions or proving that the problem is insoluble. The main disadvantage of these al-

gorithms is that they take a very long computational time. An example of systematic complete

algorithms is the backtracking search algorithm. It is a technique that performs a depth-first traversal

of a search tree. The algorithm incrementally maintains a partial assignment that specifies consistent

values with the constraints whose variables are all assigned. The beginning is with an empty assign-

ment, and at each step, the process chooses a variable and a value in its domain. Whenever it detects a

partial assignment that violates any of the constraints and cannot be extended to a solution, backtrack-

ing is performed and it returns to the most recently instantiated decision that still had alternatives

available.

An example of systematic incomplete search algorithms is the local search for solving CSP.

Whereas the nodes in the search tree in backtracking search are presented as partial sets of assignments

to the variables, they represent complete assignments in local search. Each node is associated with a

cost value resulted from a cost function and a neighborhood function is applied to detect adjacent

nodes. The search progresses by iteratively selecting neighbors and applying the algorithm to look

for neighbors of lowest cost because a standard cost function is the measure of the number of con-

straints that are not satisfied.

For further information about constraint programming, the reader is referred to [20–25].
6. Solution methods
Solving NP-hard problems has been a challenging topic for many researchers almost since the begin-

ning of computer history (long before the concept of NP-hardness was discovered). Those problems

can be solved by exact algorithms, but the best approach is to search for good approximation algo-

rithms, heuristics, and metaheuristics. In this section, we review some of the methods used to solve

the vehicle routing problem mentioned in the next chapter. However, because exact algorithms do

not present practical solutions to our problem in this thesis, discussion of the techniques will be brief

compared to techniques of approximation algorithms.
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6.1 Exact algorithms
An exact algorithm is an algorithm that solves a problem to optimality. In most cases, this kind of

algorithm generates optimal solutions (if they exist) by reducing the solution space and the number of

different alternatives needed to be analyzed or by evaluating implicitly every possible solution to

obtain the best one. Those methods perform well for small problems but are not very suitable to

solve NP-hard problems, especially when considering their limitations for large-scale problems.

In addition, they are time-consuming algorithms even for small instances where they require an

exponential time.

In what follows, we review two exact approaches to solve CO problems: branching methods

(Branch & Bound, Branch & Cut, Branch & Price, Branch & Infer) and dynamic programming, both

of which divide a problem in different subproblems. Branching algorithms split problems into inde-

pendent subproblems, solve the subproblems, and output as the optimal solution to the original problem

the best feasible solution found along the search. Alternatively, a dynamic programming algorithm is

appropriate for a smaller set of optimization problems. It breaks down the initial problem into not in-

dependent subproblems in a recursive manner and then recursively finds the optimal solution to the

subproblems.
6.1.1 Branching algorithms
The basic branching algorithm determines a repeated dived-and-conquer strategy to find the optimal

solution to a given hard problem P0. A branching step is presented by creating a list of subproblems

P1,…,Pn of P0 and each Pi is solved if it is possible. The obtained solution becomes a candidate so-

lution of P0 and the best candidate solution is called the incumbent solution. Else, if a Pi is too hard, it is

branched again (treated as P0) and so on, recursively, until all the subproblems are treated, and then the

incumbent solution is the optimal solution required Opt (Algorithm 1).

In literature, there are many popular algorithms that exploit the branching strategy. For example, the

Branch & Bound algorithm, which combines the branching strategy and the bounding procedure, the
Algorithm 1 An elementary branching algorithm for a CO problem.

Begin
1:Opt ∞and P {P0}
2: WHILE P is nonempty DO
3: Define subproblems Pi=P1,...,Pn of P0, add them to P and remove P0

4: Choose a subproblem Pi, remove it from P and solve it
5: IF infeasible THEN
6: define subproblem Pi1=P11,...,Pn1 of Pi, add them to P and remove Pi

7: ELSE
8: set x is the candidate solution of Pi

9: set Opt optimize{x,Opt}
10: END
11:RETURN Opt the optimal solution of the problem P

End
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Branch & Cut algorithm using the branching strategy with the cutting steps, and the Branch & Infer
algorithm, which designs the branching method with inference.

• Branch & Bound: The Branch & Bound algorithm is the most popular branching algorithm that

can greatly reduce the solution space. It is a complete tree-based search used in both constraint

programming and integer programming, but in rather different forms. In CP, the branching is

combined with inference aimed at reducing the amount of choices needed to explore. In IP, the

branching is linked with a relaxation (to provide the bounds), which eliminates the exploration of

nonpromising nodes for which the relaxation is infeasible or worse than the best solution found

so far.

This algorithm is based on:

– Branching: This step consists of dividing recursively the feasible set of a problem P0 into smaller

subproblems, organized in a tree structure, where each node refers to a subproblem Pi that only

looks for the subset (“leaves” of the tree) at that node.

– Bounding: By solving the equivalent relaxed problem (some constraints are ignored or replaced

with less strict constraints), a lower bound and/or an upper bound are calculated for the cost of the

solutions within each subset.

– Pruning: Pruning by optimality where a solution cannot be improved by decomposing more of

the tree, pruning by bound where the current solution in that node is worse than the best known

bound, or pruning by infeasibility when the solution is infeasible. Then, there are no reasons to

apply the branching for this node and the subset is discarded.

Otherwise, the subset will be further branched and bounded and the algorithm ends when all

solutions are pruned or fixed.

The search strategy refers to how to explore the tree and how to select the next node to process:

either in depth or in progress. A depth-first search strategy is most economical in memory: the last

constructed node is split and the exploration is done deep down leaves of the tree until a node is

pruned and discarded. In this case, the strategy returns to the last unexplored node and goes back in

depth, and so on. Only one branch at a time is explored and is stored in a stack.

In a progressive strategy (frontier search), the separate node is the one of weakest evaluation.

The advantage is often to more quickly improve the best solution and thus accelerate the search

since it will be more easily possible to prune nodes. This strategy consumes more memory (it can

require a lot of memory to store the candidate list) and generally is much faster than the depth-first

strategy. Besides, in order to accelerate the method as much as possible, it is elementary to have the

best possible bounds.

The Branch & Bound method can reduce the search step, but it is not always easily applicable

because sometimes it is very hard to calculate effective lower and upper bounds. In addition, it may

not be sufficient for large-scale problems where finding an optimal solution requires a long

computation time.

• Branch&Cut: The Branch&Cut algorithm is an extension of the Branch&Bound algorithm, with

the addition of cutting-plane methods to calculate the lower bound at each node of the tree to define

a small feasible set of solutions. This method is exploited especially in large integer programming

problems. A CO problem is formulated as an integer programming problem and is solved with

exponentially many constraints where those constraints are generated on demand. The solution is

determined by adding a number of valid linear inequalities (cuts) to the formulation to improve the
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relaxation bound and then solving the sequence of LP relaxations resulting from the cutting-plane

methods.

Cuts can be used all over the tree and are called globally valid or used only in the resultant node,

in which case they are called locally valid.

The algorithm is based on:

– adding the valid inequalities to the initial formulation: this step consists of creating a formulation

with better LP relaxation;

– solving current LP relaxation by cutting off the solution with valid inequalities;

– cutting and branching: only with the initial LP relaxation (root node); and

– branching and cutting: at all nodes in the tree.

The Branch & Cut approach is the heart of all modern mixed-integer programming solvers. It

succeeds in reducing the number of nodes to explore and define feasible regions, which helps in

easily finding the optimal solutions.

• Branch & Price: The Branch & Price algorithm is an extension of the Branch & Bound algorithm.

It is a useful method for solving large integer linear programming (ILP) and MILP where the task is

to generate strong lower and upper bounds. It is useful also for solving a list of LP relaxations of the

integer LP. This method combines the Branch & Bound algorithm and column generation method.

The column generation search method solves an LP with exponentially many variables where

variables represent complex objects. Then, the Branch & Price method solves a mixed LP with

exponentially many variables branching over column generation where at each node of the search

tree, columns (or variables) can be added to the LP relaxation to improve it. At the approach’s

beginning, some of those variables (columns) are excluded from the LP relaxation of the large MIP

in order to reduce memory and are then added back to the LP relaxation as needed where most of

them may be assigned to zero in the optimal solution. Then, the major part of the columns are

irrelevant for solving the problem.

The algorithm involves:

– developing an appropriate formulation to form the master problem, which contains many

variables;

– generating a restricted master problem to be solved, which is a modified version of the master

problem and contains only some columns;

– solving a subproblem called a pricing problem to obtain the column with a negative reduced

cost; and

– adding the column with the negative reduced cost to the restricted master problem and thus

optimizing relaxation.

If the solution to the relaxation is not integral, the branching occurs and resolves a pricing

problem.

If cutting planes are used to resolve LP relaxations within a Branch & Price algorithm, the

method is known as Branch & Price & Cut.

• Branch & Infer: The Branch & Infer framework is a promising approach that combines the

branching methods with inference and unifies the classical Branch & Cut approach from integer LP

with the usual operational semantics of finite domain constraint programming [23]. This method is

used for integer and finite domain constraint programming. For an ILP, and considering the

constraint language of ILP with the primitive and nonprimitive constraints, we can obtain the

relaxed version of a combinatorial problem by the primitive constraints. Then, inferring a new
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primitive constraint corresponds to the generation of a cutting plane that cuts off some part of this

relaxation. But the basic inference principle in finite domain constraint programming is domain

reduction (reduction of nonprimitive constraints to primitive constraints) and for each nonprimitive

constraint, a propagation algorithm plans to remove inconsistent values from the domain of the

variables occurring in the constraint. Note that arithmetic constraints are primitive in ILP, whereas

in CP they are nonprimitive. That is why, each arithmetic constraint is handled individually in CP.

In addition, because the primitive constraints are not expressive enough or because the complete

reduction is computationally not feasible, the branching methods are applied to split the problem

into subproblems and process each subproblem independently.

The Branch & Infer method is very useful not only for resolving the CO problem but also for

solving CSPs. The rule system of the Branch & Infer consists of the rules bi_infer, bi_branch, and
bi_clash together with the basic three alternatives:

– bi_sol (satisfiability)
– bi_climb (branch and bound): using lower bounding constraints to find an optimal solution

– bi_bound, bi_opt (branch and relax): In contrast to branch and bound, which uses only lower

bounds, branch and relax works with two bounds: global lower bound glb and local upper bound
lub (computed for each subproblem). The local upper bounds may introduce a new rule to prune

the search tree. If a local upper bound is smaller than the best known global lower bound, then the

corresponding subproblem cannot lead to a better solution and therefore can be discarded
6.1.2 Dynamic programming
A dynamic programming algorithm (whose study began in 1957 [26]) is a class of backtracking algo-

rithm where subproblems are repeatedly solved. It is based on simplifying complicated problems by

splitting them, in a recursive manner, into a finite number of related but simpler problems, resolving

those subproblems, and then deducing the global solution for the original problem.

The first step is to generalize the original problem by creating an array of simpler subproblems and

giving a recurrence relating some subproblems to other subproblems in the array. The second step is to

find the optimal value searched for each subproblem and compute the best values (solutions) for the

more complicated subproblems by exploiting values already computed for the easier problems, which

is guaranteed through the above recurrence feature. The last step to use the array of values calculated to

choose the best solution for the original problem.
6.2 Heuristics
To solve CO problems, exact methods are not very suitable considering their limitations for large-scale

problems. Hence, in the last decades, there has been extensive research and efforts allotted to the de-

velopment of approximate algorithms (heuristics and metaheuristics) that are often applied to produce

good-quality solutions for optimization problems in a reasonable computation time (polynomial time).

The term heuristic is inspired from the Greek word “Heuriskein,” which means to find or to dis-

cover. Heuristics are approaches applied after discovering, learning, and looking for the good-quality

solutions to solve problems. Heuristics can be considered as search procedures that iteratively generate

and evaluate possible solutions. However, there is no guarantee that the solution obtained will be a

satisfactory solution, or that the same solution quality will be retrieved every time the algorithm is
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run. But generally, the key to a heuristic algorithm’s success relies on its ability to adapt to the spec-

ifications of the problem, to deal with the behavior of its basic structure, and especially to stay away

from local optima.
6.2.1 The constructive heuristics
A constructive heuristic is a heuristic method that starts with an empty set of solutions and repeatedly

constructs a feasible solution, according to some constructive rules, until a general complete solution is

built. It varies from local search heuristics, which began from a complete solution and tried to improve

it using local moves. Constructive heuristics are efficient techniques and have great interest as they

generally succeed in finding satisfactory solutions in a very short time. Such solutions have the ability

to be applied to identify the initial solution for metaheuristics.

The construction of the solution is made through some construction rules. Such rules are generally

related to various aspects of the problem and the objective looked for. In this section, we describe con-

structive heuristics applied for routing problems [27, 28] where the objective is principally to minimize

the travel distance while servicing all customers [29]. In this context, constructive heuristics are called

Route construction heuristics and aim to select nodes or arcs sequentially based on cost minimization

criteria until creating a feasible solution [30].

Based on cost minimization criterion, we can distinguish:

• Nearest neighbor heuristic: The nearest neighbor heuristic was originally initialized by Tyagi [31]

in 1968. This heuristic builds routes by adding un-routed customers that respect the near neighbor

criterion. At each iteration, the heuristic looks for the closest customer to the depot and then to the

last customer added to the route. A new route is started unless the search fails adding customers in

the appropriate positions or no more customers are waiting.

• Savings heuristic: The savings heuristic was originally proposed by Clarke andWright [1] in 1964.

It builds one route at a time by adding un-routed customers to the current route, with satisfying the

savings criterion. The saving criterion is a measure of cost formula by combining given weights α1,
α2, and α3.

• Insertion heuristic: The insertion heuristic was originally conceived by Mole and Jameson [32] in

1976. It constructs routes by inserting un-routed customers in appropriate positions. The first step

consists of initializing each route using an initialization criterion. After initializing the current route,

and at each iteration, the heuristic uses two other formulations to insert a new un-routed customer

into the selected route between two adjacent routed customers.

• Sweep heuristic: The sweep heuristic was originally implemented by Gillet and Miller [33] in

1974. It can be considered a two-phase heuristic as it includes clustering and routing steps. It begins

by computing the polar angle of un-routed customers and ranking them in an ascending order. The

first customer in the list is called “the reference line.” Hence, un-routed customers are added to the

current route with consideration to their polar angle and with respect to the depot. Physically, this

process is similar to a counterclockwise sweep movement considering the depot as central point,

and starting from and ending in the reference line.

Constructive heuristics are able to build feasible solutions quickly, which is an important feature be-

cause many real-world optimization problems need fast response time. Whereas, the solutions gener-

ated are for low-quality until those methods cannot look more than one iteration step ahead.
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6.2.2 The improvement heuristics
In contrast to constructive heuristics, which start from an empty solution and build it iteratively, im-

provement heuristics begin with a complete solution and aim to improve it using simple local modi-

fications called moves. Improvement heuristics are considered local search heuristics that only accept

possibilities that enhance the solution’s quality and improve its objective function.

From the beginning, the heuristic deals with a complete solution and attempts to yield a good so-

lution by iteratively applying modification metrics. Once the alterations improve it, the current solution

is replaced by the new improved solution. However, if it causes a worsening objective function, the

process will be repeated and the heuristic performs acceptable operations until no more improvements

are found. This improvement metric can be considered a solution intensification procedure or a guided

local search.

Improvement operators proposed for this purpose are diversified. In the context of route improve-

ment heuristics, operators can manage to move a customer from one route to another, it is the case of

inter route operators modify multiple routes at the same time. In addition, operators can manage to

exchange the position of customers in the same route, it works on a single route and is called intraroute
operators.

Heuristic techniques are related to some vocabulary in the context of exploring promising solutions.

The search space describes the space covering all the feasible solutions for the problem. The local
search designs the process that improve the solution by moving from a candidate solution to another,

which is generated through the neighborhood aspect. We say that the new improved solution is the

neighbor of the previous one. In the search space, the neighbor of a candidate solution generated

by the local search process to improve the objective function can be a local optimum or can be the

best searched solution and is called the global optimum. Fig. 5 illustrates a search space including local

and global optimums.
FIG. 5

Local and global optimums in a search space.
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Formally, an optimization problem (minimization problem of the form minx�Sf(x)) may be

expressed by the couple (S, f) where S represents the set of finite feasible solutions and f : S! is

the objective function to optimize. The objective function assigns to each solution x � S of the search

space a real number aiming to evaluate x and determining its cost. A solution x*� S is a global optimum

(global minimum) if it has a better objective function than all solutions of the search space, that is, 8x �
S, f(x*) � f(x). Hence, the main goal in solving an optimization problem is to find a global optimal

solution x*.
A neighbor solution x0 is an altered solution by a set of elementary moves to improve the objective

function. The set of all solutions that can be reached from the current solution with respect to the move

set is called the neighborhood of the current solution and is notated as NðxÞ� S. Relative to the neigh-
borhood function, a solution x � N(x) is a local optimum if it has a better quality than all its neighbors,

that is, 8x0� N(x), f(x) � f(x0).
The straightness of a local search heuristic can appear if it has the ability to escape from the local

optima solutions and finds then the global optimum. In addition, improvement heuristics are powerful

concepts helping conceiving and guiding the search under metaheuristics, especially when used to for-

mulate metaheuristic initial populations.
6.3 Metaheuristics
Unlike exact algorithms, metaheuristics deliver satisfactory solutions in a reasonable computation time

even when tackling large-size problems. This characteristic shows their effectiveness and efficiency to

solve large problems in many areas. The term metaheuristic was invented by Glover in 1986 [34].

Many classification criteria may be used for metaheuristics [35]:

• Nature inspired versus nonnature inspired: A large number of metaheuristics are inspired from

natural processes. Evolutionary algorithms are inspired by biology, ant and bee colony algorithms

are inspired by social species and social sciences, and simulated annealing is inspired by physical

processes.

• Memory usage versus memoryless methods: A metaheuristic is called memoryless if there is no

information extracted dynamically to use during the search, like as in Greedy Randomized Adaptive

Search Procedure (GRASP) and simulated annealing metaheuristics. However, some other

metaheuristics can use some information extracted during the search to explore more promising

regions and then intensify the search, like the case of short-term and long-term memories in tabu

search.

• Deterministic versus stochastic: A deterministic metaheuristic solves an optimization problem by

making deterministic decisions (e.g., tabu search), whereas stochastic metaheuristics apply some

random rules during the search (e.g., simulated annealing, evolutionary algorithms). In

deterministic algorithms, using the same initial solution will lead to the same final solution, whereas

in stochastic metaheuristics, different final solutions may be obtained from the same initial solution.

• Population-based search versus single-solution-based search: Single-solution-based algorithms

(e.g., tabu search, simulated annealing) manipulate and transform a single solution during the

search, whereas population-based algorithms (e.g., ant colony optimization, evolutionary

algorithms) develop a whole population of solutions. These two families have complementary

characteristics: single-solution-based metaheuristics are exploitation oriented; they have the power
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to intensify the search in local regions. Population-based metaheuristics are exploration oriented;

they allow a better diversification in the whole search space.

• Iterative versus greedy: Most of the metaheuristics are iterative algorithms that start with a

population of solutions (a complete solution) and alter it at each iteration using some search

operators. Alternatively, greedy algorithms start from an empty solution, and at each step a decision

variable of the problem is assigned until a complete solution is constructed (e.g., GRASP

metaheuristic).

In the following, we present some important metaheuristic techniques.
6.3.1 Simulated annealing
This is one of the most popular local search-based metaheuristics. It is inspired from the physical

annealing process for crystalline solids, where a solid placed in a heat bath and heated up by elevating

temperature. When it melts, it is slowly cooled by gradually lowering the temperature, with the objec-

tive of relaxing toward a low-energy state and obtaining a strong crystalline structure. The fundamental

aspect to a successful annealing system is related to the rate of cooling metals, which must begin with a

sufficiently high temperature to not obtain flaws (metastable states) and lowering it gradually until it

converges to an equilibrium state [36].

The simulated annealing search algorithm was introduced in 1982 by Kirkpatrick et al. [37] who

applied the Metropolis algorithm [38] from statistical mechanics. This algorithm simulates a thermo-

dynamical system by creating a sequence of states at a given temperature. Then, in each iteration, an

atom is randomly displacing, where E is the change in energy resulting from the displacement. If the

displacement causes a decrease in the system energy, that is, the energy difference ΔE between the two

configurations is negative: (ΔE < 0), then the new configuration is accepted and is used as a starting

point for the next step. Either, if ΔE > 0, the new configuration is accepted with the probability:

PðΔEÞ¼ exp ð	ΔE=bTÞ,

where T is the current temperature and b is a constant called a Boltzmann constant. Depending on the

Boltzmann distribution, the displacement is accepted or the old state is preserved. By repeating this

process for a long time, an equilibrium state called thermal equilibrium would be reached.

Table 1 illustrates the analogy between the physical system and the optimization problem.

The simulated annealing method is a memoryless stochastic algorithm. There is no exploitation of

information gathered during the search process and it includes randomization aspects to the selection

process. The algorithm method starts from a feasible solution x (considering a problem of cost
Table 1 Simulated annealing analogy.

Physical system Optimization problem

System state Feasible solution

Energy Objective function

Ground state Global optimum solution

Metastable state Local optimum

Careful annealing Simulated annealing



Algorithm 2 The simulated annealing algorithm.

Begin
1:Generate an initial solution x
2:T Tmax/∗initialize temperature∗/
3:Repeat
4: For(i=0;i<numIterations;i++) Do
5: Generate a new solution x0 within the neighborhood of x(x0 ε N(x))
6: ΔE  f(x0)–f(x)
7: If ΔE<0 Then
8: x  x0

9: Else
10: p= Random (0,1)/∗generate a random number in the interval (0,1)∗/
11: If p < exp(–ΔE/bT) Then
12: x  x0

13: T  α ∗ T/∗reduce current temperature∗/
14:Until a stopping criterion has reached /∗T<Tmin∗/
15:Return the best solution x

End
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minimization f(x)) and by analogy to the annealing process, a random neighbor x0 is generated where

only improvement moves are accepted and that if it satisfies the equation ΔE ¼ f(x0) 	 f(x) < 0. Fur-

thermore, the algorithm begins with a high temperature T to allow a better exploration of the search

space and this temperature decreases gradually during the search process. The temperature function is

updated using a constant variable α on T(t + 1) ¼ αT(t), where t is the current iteration and the typical

values of α vary between 0.8 and 0.99. These values can provide a very small diminution of the tem-

perature. For each temperature, a number of moves according to the Metropolis algorithm is executed

to simulate the thermal equilibrium. Finally, the algorithm will be stopped when a stopping criterion

has reached (Algorithm 2).

To summarize, simulated annealing is a robust and generic probabilistic technique for locating good

approximations to the global optimum in numerous search spaces to resolve CO problems [39, 40] and

especially the vehicle routing problem [41–49].
6.3.2 The tabu search
The tabu search is a famous search technique coined by Glover [34] in 1986. The metaheuristic name

was inspired from the word “taboo” which means forbidden. Moreover, in the tabu search approach,

some possible solutions, with consideration to a short-term memory, are tabu and are then merged to a

tabu list that stores nonpromising recently applied moves or solutions. Based on this process, tabu

search allows a smart exploring of the search space, which helps to avoid the trap of local optima.

The tabu list is a central element of the tabu search, which aims to record the recent search moves to

discard neighbors recently visited and then intensify the search in unexplored regions to encourage

looking for optimal solutions. The tabu list avoids cycles and prevents visiting already visited solutions,
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as it memorizes previous search trajectory through a so-called short-term memory. The short-term

memory is updated at each iteration and allows the storage of the attributes of moves in the tabu list.

The size of the tabu list is generally fixed and contains a constant number of tabu moves. When it is

filled, some old tabu moves are eliminated to allow recording new moves and the duration that a move

is maintained as tabu is called the tabu tenure.

However, when necessary, the tabu search process selects the best possible neighboring solution

even if it is already in the tabu list if it would lead to a better solution than the current one. Such im-

provements are applied using algorithmic tools and are called aspiration criterion, which consists of

accepting a tabu move if the current solution improves best till now.

The main steps of a basic tabu search algorithm for a cost minimization problem can be described in

Algorithm 3.

The tabu search algorithm deals also with advanced lists called medium-term memory and long-

term memory that improves the intensification and the diversification facts in the search process.

The intensification is maintained through the medium-term memory where recording attributes related

to the best solutions found ever (the elite solutions) to exploit them by extracting the common features

to guide the search in promising areas of the search space and then to intensify the search around good

solutions. The long-term memory has been proposed in tabu search to stimulate the diversification of
Algorithm 3 The tabu search algorithm.

Begin
1: Initialize an empty tabu list T
2: Generate an initial solution x
3: Let x* x/ ∗ x* is the best so far solution ∗/
4: Repeat
5: Generate a subset S of solutions in N(x)/ ∗ N(x) is the current neighborhood

of x ∗/
6: Select the best neighborhood move x0 E S, where f (x0)<f (x)
7: If f(x0)<f(x*) Then
8: x* x0/∗ aspiration condition: if current solution improves best now, accept

it even if it is in the tabu list ∗/
9: x x0/∗ update current solution ∗/

10: T T+x0/∗ update tabu list ∗/
11: Else
12: If (x0 E N(x)/T) Then
13: x x0/∗ update current solution if the new solution is not tabu ∗/
14: If (f(x0)<f(x*)) Then
15: x* x0/∗ update the best till now solution if the new solution is better in

quality ∗/
16: T T+x0/∗ update tabu list ∗/
17: Until a stopping condition has reached
18: Return the best solution x*

End



Algorithm 4 The tabu search pattern.

Begin
1:Initialize an empty list; empty medium term and long term memories
2:Generate an initial solution x
3:Let x* x/∗ x* is the best so far solution ∗/
4:Repeat
5: Generate a subset S of solutions in N(x)/∗ N(x) is the current neighborhood of

x ∗/
6: Select the best neighborhood move x0 E S./∗ nontabu or aspiration criterion

holds ∗/
7: x* x0

9: Update current solution, tabulist, aspiration conditions, medium – and long
– term memories

10: If intensification criterion is maintained, Then intensification
11: If diversification criterion is maintained, Then diversification
12:Until a stopping condition has reached
13:Return solution x*

End
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the search. The information on explored regions along the search are stored in the long-termmemory to

investigate the unexplored regions not examined yet and then to enhance exploring the unvisited areas

of the solution space.

The tabu search advanced mechanisms presented as a general tabu search pattern designed in

Algorithm 4.

The tabu search is a powerful algorithmic approach. It has been widely applied with success to

tackle numerous CO problems and especially the vehicle routing problem [47, 50–54] considering
its flexibility and its competence to deal with complicated constraints that are typical for real-life

problems.

6.3.3 Greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP)
The GRASP metaheuristic is a multistart, iterative, greedy, memoryless metaheuristic that was intro-

duced by Feo and Resende [55] in 1989 to solve CO problems. The basic algorithm contains two main

steps: construction and local search, which are called in each iteration. The construction phase consists

of building a solution through a randomized greedy algorithm. Once a feasible solution is reached, its

neighborhood is investigated during the local search step, which is applied to improve the constructed

solution. This procedure is repeated until a fixed number of iterations is attained and the best overall

solution is kept as the result (Algorithm 5).

A greedy algorithm aims to construct solutions progressively by including new elements into a par-

tial solution until a complete feasible solution is obtained. An ordered list containing decreasing values

of all candidate elements that can be included into a complete solution (that do not destroy its feasi-

bility) is introduced and a greedy evaluation function is applied to evaluate the list and to select the next



Algorithm 5 The greedy randomized adaptive search procedure pattern.

Begin
1:Initialize the number of iteration
2:Repeat
3: x=The_gready_randomized_algorithm;
4: x0=The_local_search_procedure (x)
5:Until A given number of iterations
6:Return Best solution found

End
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elements. This function aims to compute the function cost after including the element to be incorpo-

rated into the partial solution under construction and evaluate it. If this element brings the smallest

incremental increase to the function cost, it is selected and then removed from the candidate set of

solutions (Algorithm 6).

Solutions generated through greedy algorithms are not usually optimal solutions. Hence the idea to

apply random steps to greedy algorithms. Randomization can diversify the search space, escape from

the local traps, and generate various solutions. Greedy randomized algorithms have the same principle

as the greedy procedure illustrated earlier but make use of the randomization process. The procedure

starts as in simple greedy algorithm by a candidate set of elements that may incorporated in a complete

solution. The evaluation of those elements is presented through the greedy evaluation function that

leads to a second list including only the best elements with the smallest incremental costs, called

the restricted candidate list (RCL). The element to be incorporated in the current solution is selected

randomly from this list and then the set of candidate elements is updated and the incremental costs are

reevaluated (Algorithm 7).
Algorithm 6 The greedy algorithm.

Begin
1:x={}/∗ initial solution is null */
2:Initialize the candidate set of solutions C E S
3:Evaluate the incremental cost: c(e) 8e E C
4:Repeat
5: Select an element e0 E C with the smallest incremental cost c(e0)
6: Incorporate e0 into the current solution x x [{e0}
7: Update candidate set C
8: Reevaluate the incremental cost c(e)8e E C
9:Until C=∅

10:Return solution x
End



Algorithm 7 The greedy randomized algorithm.

Begin
1:x={}/∗ initial solution is null ∗/
2:Initialize the candidate set of solutions C E S
3:Evaluate the incremental cost: c(e) 8e E C
4:Repeat
5: Construct a list including the best elements with the smallest incremental

costs
6: Select randomly an element e0 from the restricted candidate list
7: Incorporate e0 into the current solution x x[{e0}
8: Update candidate set C
9: Reevaluate the incremental cost c(e)8e E C

10:Until C=∅
11:Return solution x

End
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Even by using the greedy randomized algorithms, solutions generated are not guaranteed to be op-

timal. The neighborhood of the best solution constructed is investigated and a local search technique is

applied to replace the current solution by the best solution in its neighborhood. The local search pro-

cedure is stopped when no more improvements are found in the neighborhood of the current solution

(Algorithm 8).

The GRASP metaheuristic is a successful method to solve CO problems, especially vehicle routing

problems [56] since it benefits from good initial solutions that usually lead to promising final solutions

due to randomization. In addition to the local search procedures, it ensures the intensification and di-

versification of the search space, allowing it to find the global optimum. Moreover, it is easy to im-

plement in context of algorithm development and coding, which is an especially interesting

characteristic of the GRASP metaheuristic.
Algorithm 8 The local search procedure (x).
Begin

1:x0 x /∗ The initial solution is the solution generated by the greedy
randomized algorithm ∗/

2:Repeat
3: Find x00 E N(x0) with f(x00)< f(x0)
4: x0 x00

5:Until No more improvement found
6:Return solution x0

End
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6.3.4 Ant colony optimization (ACO)
The ACO algorithm is a probabilistic population-based metaheuristic for solving CO problems that was

developed by Dorigo et al. [57] in 1991. The basic idea in ACO algorithms is to mimic the collective

behaviors of real ants when they are looking for paths from the nest to food locations that are usually the

shortest paths. The system can be considered a multiagent system where a highly structured swarm of

ants cooperates to find food sources employing coordinated interactions and indirectly communicating

through chemical substances known as pheromones, which is left during their trip on the ground to

mark the trails to and from the food source.

The mechanism of the foraging behavior of ants is described as follows: new ants move randomly

until detecting a pheromone trail and, with a high probability, they will follow this route and the pher-

omone is enhanced by the increasing number of ants. Generally, an ant colony is able to find the short-

est path between two points due to the greater pheromone concentration. Since every ant goes back to

the nest after having visited the food source, it conceives a pheromone trail in both directions. Ants

taking a short path return quickly, which leads to a more rapid increase of the pheromone concentration

than would occur on a longer path. Thus, concurrency ants tend to follow this path due to the fast ac-

cumulation of the pheromone, which is known as positive feedback or autocatalysis. Hence, most of the

ants are directed to use the shortest path based on the experience of previous ants.

The pheromone is a volatile substance having a decreasing effect over time (evaporation process). It

will vanish into the air if it is not refreshed (reinforcement process). The quantity of pheromone left

depends on the remaining quantity of food, and when that amount has finished, ants will stop putting

pheromones onto the trail.

Based on the ants’ behavior and the concepts illustrated, the ACO algorithm relies on artificial ants

to solve hard CO problems. Artificial ants will randomly construct the solution by adding some solution

components iteratively to the partial solution with regard to the concentration of pheromone until a

complete solution is initialized. The randomization fact is used to allow the construction of a variety

of different solutions. The pheromone trails save problem-specific information about promising con-

structed solutions in a common memory to guide generating other solutions. It is considered the mem-

ory of the whole ant search system.

The pheromone trails are altered dynamically during the search and the pheromone is updated.

Hence, given two nodes i and j, we indicate the edge in between as (i;j) and the associated pheromone

value as τij. When passing an edge (i;j), an ant modifies the pheromone value τij by simply increasing it

using a constant value and then applying the reinforcement phase:

τij τij +Δτ:

The evaporation phase when pheromone values decreases over the time is similar to the evaporation of

real pheromone to avoid being trapped in local optima, for example. The decrease of the pheromone

concentration usually occurs in an exponential way, using an evaporation parameter ρ �]0, 1]:

τij ð1	ρÞτij:

Due to the evaporation phase, solutions of bad quality are eliminated and new areas of the search space

can be discovered that enhance the diversification process to not be trapped in local optimum solutions.

The steps of ACO are described in Algorithm 9.



Algorithm 9 The ant colony optimization algorithm.

Begin
1:Determine number of ants na

2:Initialize pheromone trails
3:Repeat
4: For (k=1;k�na;K++) Do /∗ For each ant Do ∗/
5: Construct solution xk

6: Update pheromone trails
7: End
8: Apply pheromone evaporation
9: Apply pheromone reinforcement

10:Until a stopping condition has reached
11:Return solution x*

End
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ACO algorithms have become a very popular tool to solve CO problems and they have achieved

widespread success in solving different optimization problems such as real-world vehicle routing prob-

lems [6, 58–60].

6.3.5 Genetic algorithms
The baselines of heredity from parents to offsprings and the theory of evolution have inspired computer

scientists since the 1950s to simulate them in designing evolutionary algorithms [61]. The most known

evolutionary algorithm is the genetic algorithm developed in 1975 by John Holland [62]. Genetic al-

gorithms are stochastic population-based metaheuristics that have been successfully applied to solve

widespread complex CO problems. The main idea of genetic algorithms is to iteratively mimic the

evolution of species and the survival of the fittest theories. Table 2 illustrates the analogy between

the evolutionary system and the optimization problem.

Basic genetic algorithms start from a randomly generated population (Algorithm 10). Every indi-

vidual of the population is composed of a set of chromosomes and is evaluated by a fitness value to

determine its ability to survive. The fittest two individuals are selected to reproduce (the crossover step)

and generate a super-fit offspring. The offspring is altered with a small probability (the mutation step)
Table 2 Genetic algorithm analogy.

Metaphor Optimization problem

Individual Feasible solution

Population The solution set

Chromosomes The encoded solution

Genes Elements of the encoded solutions

Fitness Objective function

Offspring Generated solution



Algorithm 10 The basic genetic algorithm.

Begin
1:Generate the initial population
2:Representation
3:Repeat
4: Fitness evaluation
5: Selection
6: Crossover
7: Mutation
8: Replacement

10:Until a stopping condition has reached
11:Best individual or best population found

End
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and the new generated offspring take place in the new population (the replacement step) until a termi-

nation criterion is reached and the best individual or population is found.

In the first step, an initial population of solutions is generated, which will be improved in the next

steps of the genetic algorithm. Basically, the initial population is produced randomly, but it can be gen-

erated using constructive heuristics or some single solution-based heuristics such as tabu search,

GRASP, and so on. Next, the representation step consists of initializing and encoding the initial pop-

ulation and split the individuals composing it on a set of chromosomes including the genes. Tradition-

ally, the binary representation was the most used method to encode the initial population, but nowadays

various representations are used and are generally problem-specific representations such as real-valued

vectors, permutations, and real discrete vectors.

The fitness function refers to the objective function that associates a cost to each feasible solution to

describe its quality. The fitness evaluation in a genetic algorithm consists of judging the ability of in-

dividuals to survive through a fitness value to compare them at each iteration. Then, based on the fitness

evaluation, the fittest individuals are selected. The selection step is one of the fundamental components

of a genetic algorithm that may lead to encouraging solutions. Individuals are chosen for reproducing

according to their fitness by mean of selection strategies [35], such as:

• Roulette wheel selection: This is the most applied selection strategy. It consists of accrediting to

each individual a selection probability that is proportional to its fitness value. The probability Pi of

an individual i having a fitness fi is:

Pi¼ fi=
Xn
j¼1

fj

 !
:

• Tournament selection: In tournament selection, the size k of the tournament group is fixed from the

beginning and the strategy involves randomly selecting k individuals from the population. Then a

tournament is applied to them and the best one is chosen.
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• Rank-based selection: A high rank is associated to individuals with good fitness and the rank is

scaled linearly using the following formula:

PðiÞ¼ 2	 s=μ + 2 
 rðiÞðs	1Þ=μðμ	1Þ

where s is the selection pressure (1.0 < s < 2.0), μ is the size of population, and r(i) is the rank
associated with the individual i.

The selection strategy leads to choosing two parents to reproduce. A crossover method is applied by

combining the genes of two individuals, which produces a new offspring. The traditional genetic al-

gorithm used strings of bits to present chromosomes. Three classical crossover operators have been

widely implemented:

• One-point crossover: A point from each chromosome is selected randomly and the two

chromosomes are cut at the corresponding points and the blocks are exchanged. The one-point

crossover is the basic crossover operator.

• Two-point crossover: In each chromosome, two points are chosen randomly and the blocks between

the two points are exchanged by the two chromosomes.

• Uniform crossover: Two individuals are recombined independently of their size. Each gene in the

offspring is selected randomly from one of the parents. Each parent has equal probability to

generate the offspring.

In addition to these three crossover operators, various crossover operators have been produced for real-

valued representations in addition to others that are problem-specific crossover operators that enhance

the chance to develop the fittest offsprings [35, 63].

Unlike the crossover that is considered a binary operator, the mutation is a unary operator acting on

a single individual. It aims to alter with small probability the generated offspring. The most popular

mutation operator is the inversion mutation where a random gene changes its position and there exist

other mutation techniques to bring small alterations to the individual and thus guarantee the diversi-

fication in the search space. The whole process will be repeated until a stopping criterion is reached,

which can be a fixed number of iterations, a lapse of time that passed, or when there are no more im-

provements in the generated results. The genetic algorithm usually finds promising results until it deals

with both intensification and diversification on the search space. For these reasons, it has been widely

applied to tackle different optimization problems, especially vehicle routing problems [63–71].
7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we illustrated a technical background for different materials and notations related to the

CO problem. First, we introduced CO problems and discussed the analysis and complexity of algo-

rithms. Then, as solving a problem requires modeling it before hand, we described concepts of model-

ing CO problems, including graph theory, mathematical models and programming, and constraint

programming techniques. Finally, we highlighted some solution methods for solving those problems,

including exact algorithms, heuristics, and metaheuristics.
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